SPEECH DATA COLLECTION CASE STUDY

HOW WE HELP TRAIN YOUR MACHINES
TO UNDERSTAND MULTILINGUAL
VOICE SEARCH
30+ LANGUAGES

MORE ACCURATE
SEARCH RESULTS

VOICE SEARCH QUERIES
IN MULTIPLE LANGUAGES

Customers expect speedy, accurate results when they conduct a voice query using our
client’s voice-activated search tools—in any language, anywhere. To meet and exceed
expectations, our client needed a partner that could offer hundreds of hours of data
to make its technology multilingual.

The Challenge

About the Client
One of the world’s largest software and technology

Around the world, the popularity of voice search is only growing. As our client seeks to provide fast and

enterprises, our client produces a multilingual search

accurate search and voice assistance services to users of every major language worldwide, it must understand

engine that delivers text, image, video, and map

a variety of voice-activated queries in multiple languages.

results for text- and voice-based searches. The client’s
voice-activated personal assistant app assists users

Global speakers of major languages expect voice-activated apps and search engines to fully and correctly

by answering questions, making recommendations,

understand voice queries, regardless of the type of voice, regional accent, age, gender, device used, or

and performing actions. Providing global users with

surrounding environment.

accurate results to their queries is of paramount
importance to our client, which strives to generate

With billions of global users and the complexities of processing natural language, fully and correctly

accurate results and actions based on voice input

recognizing any user’s speech in any language is our client’s complex challenge.

using natural language in most spoken languages.
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The Solution

The Results

To ensure its technology can generate the correct output to a given query, our client requires

Lionbridge partnered with our client to amass a data set that spanned

large quantities of speech samples across voice types, genders, languages, accents, and

30+ languages and dialects, regions, voice types, and ambient noises.

environments. These speech samples serve, effectively, to train its speech recognition algorithms.

With the data collected, our client can develop, calibrate, and improve
its speech recognition algorithms, testing them with real speech from

Our client partnered with Lionbridge for a one-stop, end-to-end solution that catered to each

around the world, in a variety of real and simulated scenarios.

step of the speech creation, development, and testing process.

This enables our client to generate more accurate search results
and correct actions based on user commands, improving the user
experience, and strengthening brand loyalty worldwide.

Speech Creation
Lionbridge utilized its global network of voice recording booths and studios to deliver
multi-lingual, studio-quality voice recordings of selected content.

Speech Collection
Lionbridge tapped into its global crowd of 400,000+ members to collect the speech data
required by the client. Using our streamlined platform that supports participant registration,
evaluation, and workflow management, Lionbridge collected over 20 hours of speech samples
across 30 languages and from speakers aged 6 to 75.

Speech Testing
Lionbridge captured 240 hours of high-quality ambient noise from various environments
across dozens of countries and languages, including recordings in cafes, cars, pubs,
restaurants, malls, schools, homes, offices, streets, train stations, and airports.

240 Hours of high-quality ambient noise
20 Hours of speech samples
30 Languages
Ages 6-75 Speakers
Among the Languages
and Accents Collected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American English
Australian English
New Zealand English
Irish English
British English
Filipino English
Malaysian English
Singapore English
Hong Kong English
Spanish

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mexican Spanish
American Spanish
French
Canadian French
Italian
Mandarin Chinese
Hindi
Polish
Swedish
German

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Japanese
Indonesian
Danish
Finnish
Portuguese
Brazilian Portuguese
Korean
Russian
Norwegian
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